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STRUCTURAL-SEMANTIC AND COGNITIVE FEATURES OF SECONDARY PREDICATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS OF THE ENGLISH AND UZBEK LANGUAGES

ABSTRACT

Predicativity and the role of secondary predicative constructions in a sentence have always been considered as one of the topical problems of linguistics. The author of the article analyzes specific and similar features of secondary predicative constructions of the English and Uzbek languages. The category of event is considered as a category, which is important in the analysis of cognitive features of secondary predicative constructions in the discussed languages. Moreover, the article covers the peculiarities of the structure and semantics of the English and Uzbek secondary predicative constructions. Predicativity is a reflection of the essence of a sentence to the reality, and is expressed in terms of grammatical categories of person, time, and modality. There are two types of predication between the subject and predicate: primary and secondary. Constructions representing primary predication are primary predicative constructions and those which express secondary predication are secondary predicative constructions. Secondary predicative constructions allow a speaker to search for dependencies, interconnections, sequence, logical durations and other relations between events existing in the world and represent these relations using relevant language structures. Secondary predicative constructions enable a speaker to simplify, concretize complicated events, by avoiding unnecessary details and focus on the main essence, rather than the events. These means and tools are used in these constructions according to the communicative intension of a speaker as well as the characteristics of the sentence.
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INTRODUCTION

Language is not merely a communication tool for human beings, but also a means of identifying and perceiving the world by human beings, systematizing the knowledge about the world, naming things and phenomena, and grouping them. The language performs the functions assigned to it as a system of marks of these symbols. If simple characters – primary structures and constructions are used in identifying simpler objects, complicated language symbols – secondary structures are used to describe complex phenomena. Language units have primary functions, such as predicativity, modality, confirmation or denial of the existence of an object in the world.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In traditional grammar, the term predicativity is interpreted differently by scholars and is used to name various events. Usually, it is regarded as the main feature or element of a sentence. In the use of the term predicativity in the meaning of predicateness, it may be interpreted as “the relation of sentence meaning to the reality” [Barkhudarov L.S., 2008]. However, in our opinion, this interpretation is also a little bit contradictory, because the attitude to reality is a feature of a whole speech activity, not a specific sentence.

Nevertheless, there are some advantages of calling predicativity as the main feature of a sentence [Chomsky N., 2002; Litvin F.A., 1987; Pupinin Yu.A., 1992; Ilyenko 2003; Mamatov M, 1990; Makhmudov N., Nurmonov A., 1995]. Some linguists also explain predicativity as the presence of a predicate in the sentence. It also refers to the existence of a predicate, or the fact that a particular part of it exists in the sentence. Predication is a wider notion than predicate, and it is used not only in the field of linguistics but also in the philosophy and logics. However, there is no problem with understanding the “logical” and “grammatical” predicate in those languages where both terms are rendered in the same way. For example, in the English language only one term predicate is used compared to the Uzbek language, where two different terms to denote
this notion in linguistics and philosophy or logics are used [Jespersen O., 1983; Akimova G.N., 1981; Mamatov M., 1990]. Thus, by the term *predicativity* we understand the existence of a sentence, a predicate, and a proposition.

The specific type of predication in predicative constructions that complicate the semantic structure of a simple sentence is named differently by various linguists. For example, *predication of secondary order, half predication* [Abdurakhmanov G., 1981], *additional predication* [Mahmudov N., 1982], *dependent predication* [Yuldasheva A.N., 1977], *secondary predication* [Sweet H., 1998; Arutyunova N.D., 1989; Mamatov M., 1990] and so on. We agree with the opinions of H. Sweet, N.D. Arutyunova and M. Mamatov and thus we prefer to call this predication as a secondary predication.

Although they represent a separate proposition, secondary predicative constructions are not syntactically independent. We agree with M. Mamatov’s statement that the secondary predicative constructions cannot form a sentence in an isolated form [Mamatov M., 1990]; indeed, these constructions do not possess full predicativity.

Secondary predicative constructions (hereinafter – SPCs) enable a speaker to describe the world at a maximum using the language units by dividing the events of different nature into structural fragments, segmentations, key events and secondary events.

Objective and subjective SPCs which are frequently used in the English and Uzbek languages are parts of participial SPCs. In addition, there are nominative absolute and prepositional predicative constructions that are formed with the help of various semantic groups of verbs, used to express different communicative intentions.

The predicativity of judgment and its verbalization (in some sources it is considered as grammatical formulation) has always been a matter of linguistics. This is because the basic, i.e., communicative function of the language is verbalized through predicativity. At the present time, linguists try to enrich the informativity of judgment, i.e. to express more information using less effort. This proof is evident in the way in which the SPCs, which are one of the components of predicativity are used in various ways. The SPCs provide a complete expression of the information in the sentence. These supplementary units can be synthetically simplified, but this does not always in the way of increasing the number of units that represent the judgment. Nevertheless, they can enrich an informativeness of a simple syntactic structure of a sentence.

Proposition is a logical form of expressing an idea. Confirmation and denial are the characteristic symbols of each proposition. The main difference of the notion from the proposition is that there is no confirmation or denial in the notion [Khayrullaev M., Haqberdiev M., 1993]. Each proposition consists of three basic elements. The first element is a subject, the second element is a predicate, and the third element is a conjunct word [Khayrullaev M., Haqberdiev M., 1993].

When new concepts and principles of analysis arise in any subject, new terms appear and are introduced into the usage. The old terms used in science cannot explain the essence of new concepts and principles of analysis. Newly emerged terms also function together with the terms that already exist. One of such new terms is the cognitive category *event*. 
Speaking of categorization, it can be said that this process lies in the human activity. This is because, when anyone sees a new object, an event, or happening, s/he begins to compare them with the ones that exist in his/her mind and tries to categorize them into one group.

We share the ideas of M. Rasulova, who studied the problems of lexical categorization in linguistics, on the problem of categories in a language “... grammatical categories that represent general and essential features of the languages cannot reflect the differences between the languages, because the world is categorized differently in various languages. That is why, typological analysis in modern linguistics is to be carried out using different semantic categories, lexical and grammatical meanings that provide information about the world” [Rasulova M.I., 2005].

It is important to note the following opinion of Sh. Safarov on categorization: “... one of the main achievements of cognitive linguistics is the knowledge of the traces of previous experimental memory, which is a result of human activity, i.e. logical and linguistic systems of categorical understanding and various structures of high level units is the collection of a complex of information. The continuity of the relationship between these two systems is clearly reflected in the phenomenon of categorization” [Safarov Sh., 2006].

In general, as we think about categories, the following questions will likely come to our mind:

Where have the categories appeared and how are they structured?
Do they exist in the reality, does the human consciousness reflect them, or are they the result of human’s perception of the world?

According to T.G. Skrebtsova, categories are the result of human perception of the world [Skrebtsova T.G., 2011]. In our opinion, it is possible to fully agree to this idea because if we say that “the categories exist in the world and the consciousness of the mind reflects them, then it is difficult for us to explain the abstract categories (friendship, love, hatred) that exist only in the human mind”.

According to cognitologists, there are two alternative theories of categories on the subject of science today: one of them is the traditional view of categories, and the date of its occurrence goes back to Aristotle; and the latter is cognitive (in some sources prototypical) that appeared in the 70’s of the last century [Skrebtsova T.G., 2011]. The second one is related to E. Rosh’s researches. When it comes to the advantages of these two theories, cognitologists emphasize the importance of traditional categories for mathematics, logics, and natural sciences [Ungerer F., Schmid H.J., 1996]. In the analysis of categories, which are revealed by a human being in the process of perception of the world, it is emphasized the superiority of cognitive or prototypical theory of categories.

As a result of dozens of experiments carried out by scholars such as E. Rosh, U. Labov, theories about cognitive categories and such categories began to emerge in the science. These categories are usually based on the proximity or distance of the conceptual object to the imagined objects’ prototype in the human mind [Rosch E., Lloyd B.B., 1978; Labov W., 1998].

The term event, which is considered as an object of researches and as one of the
categories of cognitive linguistics, began to be discussed in cognitive grammar in the late 20th and early 21st centuries by linguists as T. Parsons, L. Talmi, R., Furs and others [Terence P., 1990; Furs L.A. 2005].

**DATA ANALYSIS**

Events in all SPCs are specifically reflected. From a logical-grammatical point of view these constructions can be regarded as grammatically incomplete. The subject of SPCs does not have forms of grammatical categories such as person, number, tense, mood and aspect with the predicate. This incompleteness is a factor that syntactically differs them from sentences. From the point of view of cognitive linguistics, actions represented in SPCs are used to show stability and changes in the motion, and to make them individualized.

Category of *event* is not merely used to denote an event, but is regarded as a basic category in cognitive grammar. In cognitive grammar a category is regarded as a basic and main notion that represents the reality. There are many types of events: macro event, sub-event, co-event, framing event and so on.

In our research, the term *event* is adopted in Uzbek as *voqea*. The event represents a concept larger than action, status, or process because an event can combine several activities. In addition, there is a concept *sub-event* that cannot be used to describe the action or situation as *sub-action* or *sub-state*. But in general, actions and state can be regarded as sub-events.

We have accepted the category of *event* as a basic category because it is the main factor that shows difference of primary and secondary predicative constructions. This indicates that the category of *event* should be analyzed in a deeper, broader, comprehensive, multilingual context.

Below we analyze the structure of English SPCs.

*John was said to die without a struggle.* → *It is said that at the reading of the will his children were furious* [Crane S., 2004].

In such cases, adverbial modification plays an important role in the expression of the content. The first and most important event here is *John died*. Sub-events → *Children were furious*; *They read the will*.

Below we analyze simple sentences the structure of which is complicated by SPCs in the Uzbek language based on the basic concepts and principles of the cognitive category of event.

*Odamlar, o’g’ri devorni qachon va qanday asbob bilan teshgani, ho’kzni qaysi tomonga olib ketgani to’g’risida bahslasha-bahslasha tarqaldi* [Qahhor A., 1989].

There are two SPCs here:

1) *og’ri devorni qachon va qanday asbob bilan teshgani;*
2) *ho’kzni qaysi tomonga olib ketgani.*

The main story was “People went away”. Primary predication has its own motion-modifier; modifier *arguing* shows the manner of people’s going away.

SPCs help to reveal the essence of sub-events that verbalize the plot of the story in the speech. The first sub-event provides information about the tool and the time of the operation, and the second sub-event serves to modify the direction of the action
Subjective Participial Constructions, Subjective Infinitive Constructions in English are different from Objective Participial Constructions and they do not serve the function of complementation; the purpose here is topicalization. The main purpose of this cognitive function is to transform this or that proposition into the basic thematic one and increase its informative significance. Below we will analyze an example to prove this:

Mr. Bob Sawyer was heard to laugh heartily [Christie A., 1996].

Mister Bob Soyerning miriqiyl kulgan eshitildi (translation is ours).

The syntactical structure of the sentences in English and Uzbek do not overlap with each other. The subject of the English sentence is Mr. Bob Sawyer, the predicate – was heard. In Uzbek, the subject of the sentence is kulgan, the predicate is eshitildi. The predicate overlaps in both languages, but the subjects of the sentences do not match. The reason for this is that the English language contains an SPC in the sentence, and there is only an attributive phrase in the Uzbek sentence. In the focus of the English sentence there is a person – Mr. Sawyer, whereas in the Uzbek language the event – kulgu (laughter) plays an important role. This can be summarized as follows:

1. The most important thing for the English people is a human.
2. The most important thing for Uzbeks is a human’s activity.

It is worth to see if these ethical or verbal judgments are true or false. Though it is not always so, the English people think that they follow this principle. As a result, everyone thinks that the king, a beggar, a criminal, and a victim are equal, and as a result, sometimes they think and defend more the rights of a criminal rather than a victim. Evaluating the accuracy of this idea is to refer to people’s judgment.

The focus of the Uzbeks is not the person, but his/her behavior, actions and or whether there is left goodness or evil after him/her. This ethno-moral character has been formed over thousands of years and is a developed character that cannot be changed in a few years. Even the globalization process is to work hard in order to change it.

There are two groups of subject-predicate relations within the sentences with SPCs. One of these two groups is fully grammatically formed, and the second one is a construction which is formed with the help of an indefinite form of a verb, which is expressed by a participle, an infinitive, (in Uzbek – an indefinite form of a verb) and a gerund (the name of an action in the Uzbek language).

Nowadays, efforts are being made to save language units in all languages while enriching the plot of the proposition. It is in this process where supplementary units of expressing the predicativity appear, and as a result, ways of expressing propositions also varied.

A.Nurmanov and N.Makhmudov consider that modality, which is the main category of predicativity, is the most important feature and the main part of a sentence [Nurmanov A., Makhmudov N., 1992]. Modality is usually regarded in linguistics as the relation of the content of a sentence to the reality and the attitude of a speaker to the content of a sentence. It is important to note, however, that predicativity and modality are closely related notions. Predicativity expresses relation of the informa-
tion expressed by a sentence to the reality in general, whereas modality expresses the relation of the plot of a sentence from the point of view of a speaker, or a speaker’s attitude to the plot of a sentence. Subjectivity is of particular importance in both types of modality [Nurmanov A., Makhmudov N., and others, 1992]. The following thought about the interrelationship between modality and predicativity is also remarkable: “... The main modal part of a sentence is predicativity and it denotes general meaning of a sentence, and predicativity and modality are interrelated language phenomena” [Yakubov, J., 2006].

When linguists speak about the English and Uzbek verbal constructions, they refer to participial, infinitive (indefinite form of verbs in Uzbek) and gerund (the name of an action in Uzbek, which is regarded as «absolute truth» among grammarians. In its turn, this absolutism leads to the denial of existence of other constructions with predication in the English and Uzbek languages [Iirimia M.A., 2012; Beklemesheva N.N., 2011; Kholikov H., 1993].

There are also some other types of SPCs in the modern English language the second components of which are expressed either by a noun or an adjective. They also have implicitly expressed predication, i.e. it is not expressed in the surface structure of a sentence. As a result of the analysis of such constructions, we have found another 5 SPCs in the modern English language. They are:

1. Subject + notional verb + there to be + identifier. For example: I expect + there to be no argument about this (Wells H., 2000). Menimcha, bu yerda hech qanday e’tirozga o’rin yo’q.

2. Subject + notional verb + it + adjective or noun + infinitive phrase: I think it a pity (that) you did not try harder (Taylor D., 2002). Bu ishga jiddiyroq kirishmagan.


4. Subject + conjugated verb + noun or pronoun + adjective: He likes his coffee strong (Truman M., 2000). U kuchli (achchiq) kofeni yoqitiradi.

5. Subject + conjugated verb + noun/pronoun + predicative: They nominated him president (Taylor D., 2002). Ular uni prezidentlikka nomzod qilib ko’rsatishdi (translations are ours).

These five constructions, which are formed without forms of verbs, express secondary predication, even though they are not as active as those formed with verb forms.

The verbs in the English and Uzbek SPCs have the meaning of expressing the predication in their semantics and this is reflected in these constructions. “Verbs of sense”, “verbs of emotions” and other verbs in English and Uzbek, which can form such constructions, have limited potential of forming proposition when compared to some other languages. This is explained by the fact that these verbs have the meaning of turning from one state to another. The following table shows the amount of usage of specific verb groups in SPCs of the English and Uzbek languages:
Quantitative study of verb usage in SPCs of the English and Uzbek languages has shown the following results: Verbs in the above given 6 groups have different levels of usage. If the verbs of sense, causative verbs and verbs of mental activity are mostly used in such constructions (28%, 25% and 19% respectively), some semantic groups of verbs are used less in infinitival SPCs (e.g., motion verbs and verbs of state). This, in turn, proves the fact that not all the verbs are actively used in SPCs and that syntactic limitations play a major role here.

When SPCs are used after the verbs of sense perception, they verbalize the event discussed in the proposition and enrich their informativity. Verbs of sense perception are used at the primary stages of human cognition process. These verbs are followed by a complex event with an independent proposition, rather than a simple object.

Verbs of mental activity and causative verbs require another event to take place at a particular case and relevant causative verbs are used in order this event to occur. In other participial constructions information about the event, the duration of the action, the cause, and the conditions for the performance of the action is explicated.

One proposition in the English language is in all cases represented in the Uzbek language only with a relevant propositional structure. The English verb may have several equivalent verbs in Uzbek, depending on what semantics it is used. SPCs in Uzbek also can be expressed with the help of several verbs in English.

The time parameters for infinitive propositions can be determined by a transformational structure of a sentence structure, which is based on the tense aspect of a proposition. Sh. Rakhmatullayev gives the following example of implication of the timeless pattern of the verb form in the Uzbek language: *U uyidan chiqib ketdi, ammo o’zi bilan soyabonini olmadi* → *U uyidan soyabonini olmasdan chiqib ketmogda* → *U uyidan soyabonini olmasdan chiqib ketdi* (Rakhmatullaev Sh., 2010). It is also possible to observe this in English translations of the above given sentences: *He went out and did not take an umbrella with him* → *He is going out without taking an umbrella with him; He went out without taking an umbrella with him* (translation is ours).

The propositional structure of infinitival SPCs in English and Uzbek differ from other constructions with the fact that an unrealized proposition in each infinitive can be expressed there. Therefore the number of propositions in the semantic structure of sentences is directly related to the number of actant verbs.
CONCLUSION

In sentences with SPCs in the English and Uzbek languages an event expressed with the help of a primary predicative construction and an event verbalized through a secondary predicative construction are united into one whole event. As a result of such unity, only one of them maintains the status of the main event, and the latter, verbalized with the help of SPCs, becomes a sub-event which loses its status as the main event. When two events are combined, one becomes the main event and another – a sub-event, and this is entirely dependent on a speaker’s communicative intension and semantics of the verb. If the predicate of the sentence is expressed with the help of sense verbs, verbs of mental activity and causative verbs, then these verbs remain as the ones that represent the main event. Verbs that have other semantic meanings take the status of verbs that represent sub-events.

The structural and semantic features of SPCs in both languages have both similarities and differences. Similarities in their structure can be found in the participial constructions, but in other types there are more differences, rather than similarities. Semantically, SPCs in both languages serve for one purpose – to enrich the informativeness of the sentence, but their position in a sentence can be different in the discussed languages, as they belong to different language groups.
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